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THE SEARCH FOR THE ENIGMA 
 

I had been hunting the elusive Sachawure for nearly a 
fortnight.  I knew I was getting close by the increasing sense of 
confusion I felt.  You see, that is how the creature has been able to 
remain so elusive for so long.  It secretes a unique chemical from its 
hairy, blackened horn that causes a plethora of confusing states in 
those ingesting the bewildering fumes. 

Being in a most desolate and rugged country rumored to be the 
domain of all manner of vile creatures, I decided against lighting a 
campfire.  The fading orange of the sun was a harbinger of the ghastly 
nocturnal world of the Wastes of Narpeegia.  I had feared the 
Sachawure lived in such an abominable area all along.  Then again, 
maybe he was merely leading me to my doom. 

Scanning the terrain I made my way towards a steep, rocky cliff 
obfuscated by bushes and thickets covering its base.  I settled down 
under the drooping branches of a Noop-noop bush and ate the last of 
the Crayjaw Jerky in my pack.  With the rocks to my back I felt 
protected from a surprise attack from that quarter, at least.  I took out 
the musket given to me by those strange pirates I had adventured with 
for the better part of a year through the Sea of Olgwoon.  They had 
taught me the secrets of the black powder.  Unfortunately, I was now 
down to my last shot and so needed to use the musket wisely.  It still 
felt comforting to have it at the ready. 

You might well wonder why it was that I wanted to kill the 
Sachawure?  That’s a mighty good thing to ask.  I guess I should start 
by introducing myself, right?  Well, the name’s Wrantin Kullslug and I 
am a bounty hunter.  Yes, one of the great hunters of the order called 
the Maestro Kwellin, or “Master Killers”.  You’ve probably heard the 
stories of the mysterious and grueling training that our order 
undertakes.  The fact of the matter is that the training is even worse 
than the legends say. 

It was at the Fire Festival of Ixatraertae that I was summoned 
to the palace of Baron Qualthaha.  I was enjoying the fabulous 
company of one of the dark eyed fire dancers when the messenger 
arrived.  The dancing girl was in the middle of some amazing 
contortion and my attention was, quite frankly, oblivious to the 
messenger standing watching.  When I finally noticed the messenger 
standing there I became quite angry.  That is, until I noticed that the 
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messenger was a girl as well.  She relayed the Baron’s invitation and 
then departed grinning a most curious grin. 

Baron Qualthaha is renowned for his collection of rare and 
bizarre artifacts from all over the worlds.  In his collection are some of 
the most unusual and outré objects I have ever seen.  For, he did give 
me a wonderful tour after a most gracious reception.  He had heard the 
legends of my precise and ghastly work.  Upon hearing that I was 
attending the Fire Festival he immediately dispatched a messenger to 
summon me for a job. 

After explaining to me that he wanted to hire me for a special 
job that would add one of the most remarkable and enigmatic 
creatures ever to inhabit this plane, he gave me a guided tour of his 
collection.  The collection contained the Skeletal Arm of Pazadak the 
Giant, the grotesque torture devices of the Venomous Multi-Armed 
Kraag, a pair of Crystal Eyes of the Deepenchack, and the complete set 
of Dr. Frawlengiler’s Home Dissection Kit.  I had heard stories that he 
held the Mummy of King Thasaquaz, the first king of the 
Thormastaunk Empire, in his collection, but I was quite skeptical.  
Upon beholding the gilded sarcophagus I could doubt no more.  I 
must admit that the flickering torchlight created such horrid illusions 
on the visage of the preserved king that I trembled before his eon dead 
presence.  Baron Qualthaha laughed uproariously at my reaction. 

Turning, he showed me a blank alcove opposite the 
sarcophagus where he intended his next great object of the bizarre to 
be displayed.  Then he launched into the explanation of what it was he 
wanted to hire me to do.  It was, of course, the killing and return of the 
elusive Sachawure.  I immediately asked what form a payment I would 
be receiving for this extremely difficult task.  He smiled a broad greasy 
smile and told me that he would pay by way of presenting me with one 
of the Five Shapeshifting Wereswords of the Sorcerous Blacksmiths of 
Bommelrone.  These swords were reputed to shape shift into beasts 
that could be commanded and controlled by their wielder.  I was 
astounded!  But, being the crafty knave that I am, I pressed for the 
inclusion of the messenger girl in the bargain.  Once again he burst 
into polyphony of deep, rolling laughter and we shook hands to seal 
the deal. 

Before departing he presented me with a strange object from 
his collection.  He reached into a large round jar full of multi-colored 
baubles and presented me with one of them.  He explained to me how 
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to use the strange things and I suspected them to be an unusual form 
of poison that was utterly foreign to me. 

Having finished eating the remainder of the Crayjaw Jerky, I 
decided to climb the cliff to a point above the foliage so I could get a 
better vantage of my surroundings.  It was from this perch that I 
caught the movement of the Sachawure entering a cave not more than 
twenty tolihops away.  The light was fading fast so I had to hurry.  I 
scurried down the cliff and bounded towards the cave mouth with my 
musket at the ready.  The Maestro Kwellin have perfected the art of 
mutating the eyes for transluminal vision.  I only had to wait a brief 
moment for my pupils to adjust before I could see in the pitch 
darkness of the tunnel. 

I proceeded silently along the passageway of the cave until my 
sense of confusion became so pronounced that I knew I was close to 
the Sachawure.  Finally, I saw the Sachawure dart down the rightmost 
branch of a fork in the passage.  Fortunately for me, Professor 
Ertobwacky’s classes in Confused Logic back at the guild paid off.  I 
knew my confused mind was deceiving me and that the Sachawure had 
only seemed to take the right path.  So I followed the left passage. 

Sure enough, my method was true.  It was not long till I 
entered the Sachawure’s den and came face to face with the creature.  
He was big, too.  He towered over me and released the most spine 
tingling growl I believe I have ever heard.  The acoustics of the cave 
didn’t help in the least.  His eyes were yellow and piercing, his mottled 
fur was raised in hackles, and his giant maw revealed row upon row of 
pointed teeth. 

He pounced towards me and I tried to dodge but it was 
useless.  Normally, I would have evaded such an attack effortlessly.  
My confusion prevented me from putting up much of a defense.  He 
had one huge hand about my throat and the other grabbed my musket 
hand.  As the maw moved closer I struggled both mentally and 
physically.  Suddenly, I remembered the bauble given to me by Baron 
Qualthaha.  I groped for my belt pouch and removed the ball, and then 
I managed to connect a knee with the Sachawure’s groin.  The beast 
roared in pain, but not before he had bit a nice chunk of flesh from my 
arm.  Blood streamed down my arm.  While the creature regained his 
posture I quickly put the bauble in my mouth and began to chew just 
like the Baron had instructed.  He had been explicit in his warning 
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against swallowing the ball.  That is why I assumed that the thing was 
poison. 

To my surprise, the bauble tasted quite good.  It turned into a 
chewy goo in no time at all.  The Sachawure leapt again.  This time it 
landed with the full force of its weight on my body.  I was pinned 
helplessly like an overturned Aklabask.  All my hopes now lay in 
freeing my left arm.  Once again he clutched my throat and began to 
move in for the kill.  My confusion was so great that I could do 
nothing but watch the teeth draw nearer.  With one last dying effort I 
wriggled my arm free.  I grabbed the goo from my mouth and 
squashed it right over the Sachawure’s hairy, blackened horn.  The 
beast paused briefly and retightened its hold on my throat. 

The drool from his mouth dripped on my face.  The teeth were 
in the process of sinking into my flesh when the confusion abated.  
The goo upon his horn had stopped the fumes from emanating into 
the air.  Tiny rivulets of blood were pouring down my face.  The 
piercing needlelike teeth shot pain through my body.  Before any 
serious damage was done I performed a complex wrestling maneuver 
that would have been impossible in my confused state, placed the 
musket to the Sachawure’s temple, and squeezed the trigger.  The blast 
exploded through the cave in a deafening roar and the beast went limp.  
After prying its teeth out of my flesh and rolling it off of me, I 
collapsed in exhaustion. 
 

The Sachawure on exhibit in Baron Qualthaha’s museum is 
remarkably lifelike.  All except the horn, that is.  You see, “chewing 
gum”, as the Baron calls it, is impossible to get out of hair.  I was duly 
awarded one of the Five Shapeshifting Wereswords of the Sorcerous 
Blacksmiths of Bommelrone.  The one I acquired is named Raven.  It 
changes into a beautiful, large ebony raven at my command.  Maybe 
you’ve heard of the wild exploits of Wrantin and Raven. 

Oh, and if you’re wondering about the messenger girl.  Well, 
she was capable of some pretty amazing contortions of her own. 
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THE CLAN OF ZLIN 
 
I stood atop the Fortress of Gnarthisca and surveyed the 

Valley of Jharstedi while mulling over the bleak dilemma I now found 
myself in.  Inside the keep awaited two hundred of the swarthiest lot of 
ne’er-do-wells, miscreants, and mercenaries I had ever met in my life.  
And they were all waiting on me to return with a plan of how we were 
going to escape this valley alive.  As far as my eyes could see there were 
men, animals, tents, and war machines waiting to storm the keep.  This 
was the great army of King Muicharkta and his army was unstoppable. 

My name is Wrantin Kullslug and, yes, I am the Wrantin 
Kullslug that all of the stories you know and love speak of.  I am a 
member of the most clandestine and secretive guild of assassins known 
as the Maestro Kwellin and my exploits have become nothing short of 
legendary.  Well, this was one such ordeal that helped foment my place 
as the most cunning tactician on the field of battle. 

I was hired by the great mercenary chieftain of the Clan of 
Zlin, Northar the Bear.  Northar was a gigantic and hairy barbarian 
from the Steppes of Yevar.  He had rose to power through great 
strength and cunning and went on to gather all of the exiled and 
unwanted people of the world under one banner.  They called 
themselves the Clan of Zlin, after the patron deity of vengeance who 
had been betrayed by his brother Gorm and thrown into the Pit of 
Olwar, the deepest pit of Hell.  Gorm had completely decapitated his 
brother in a jealous rage over the lovely Hina, goddess of heavenly 
fragrance.  But Zlin was not dead.  His driving will kept him alive and 
he climbed out of Hell with his head slung over his shoulder.  
Enduring endless tortures, encounters with ghastly demons, and all 
manner of vile, hateful Mroves; Zlin eventually emerged from the 
underworld and sought out his brother Gorm in order to exact his 
revenge.  Gorm, upon beholding his headless brother’s apparition, 
began to plead and whimper for mercy.  But Zlin took no mercy on his 
brother.  Zlin carried Gorm and his beautiful bride, Hina, off to the Pit 
of Olwar and imprisoned them there.  Every day he dreams up new 
and horrible ways of torturing Gorm and Hina.  Whenever it storms 
many people still claim that the thunder and lightening is Zlin’s anger 
ringing out of the deep Pit of Olwar as he flays, cuts, and mutilates 
Gorm or Hina in some creative and hideous way.  Sometimes, people 
say they hear screams of pain beneath the mighty booms of thunder. 
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The Clan of Zlin had also sought its revenge upon the people 
who had either conquered or exiled them from their homes.  King 
Muicharkta of the country of Thoutharna was surely on that list.  He 
was a terrible and efficient ruler who commanded one of the largest 
armies in the world.  And now, a portion of that army was knocking 
on our doorstep. 

Northar hired me to lead a group of his most sinister and 
competent fighters on a mission that would put Muicharkta in dire 
straights.  My specific cause was the assassination of Muicharkta’s son 
and heir, Muitherfka.  A deed I had completed with expert skill.  
Muitherfka was an arrogant and detestable young man who would 
have been a very capable tyrant if he had inherited his father’s throne.  
Well, as you could probably guess, Muicharkta was insane with rage 
and wanted my head to adorn his throne.  Well, unlike Zlin, I don’t 
think I have the willpower to go on living without my head.  I’m rather 
fond of it, actually. 

Through an unholy pact with King Ewzthwak, the lord of the 
goblins, Muicharkta had succeeded in cornering our group in the 
Fortress of Gnarthisca, which is really not more than a keep on a high 
mountain crag.  I knew we were in a bad situation from the looks of 
things.  On one side of the keep stood a large gathering of 
Muicharkta’s army and on the other stood a large gathering of 
Ewzthwak’s army.  If they forged the gap over the Gorge of Roingrath 
we were done.  Well, let me tell you, I thought it looked bad through 
my eyes but when I heard the reports of my scout, Raven, I was ready 
to kill myself rather than endure the pain that was sure to come in the 
torture chambers of Muicharkta. 

Raven was one of the Five Shapeshifting Wereswords of the 
Sorcerous Blacksmiths of Bommelrone.  It was my most trusted 
companion.  The sword would turn into a large raven upon command 
from me and no one else.  He had saved my life more times than I can 
count.  I had commanded Raven to go and seek out any intelligence 
from the armies that he could gather.  He returned with extremely bad 
news indeed.  The forces that Muicharkta had assembled against us 
were his most lethal warriors.  And whatever pact he had made with 
the goblins must have been a doozy because they had sent their 
infamous Order of the Hyena – a hellish army that rides giant, mottled 
hyenas.  It is said that their diabolical laughter is enough to send most 
armies fleeing. 
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And that brings us to where my story began.  Raven now sat 
on my shoulder as I sank into a gloomy stupor trying to figure a way 
out of this Frangrown’s Web.  I must have sat there for at least an 
hour wracking my brain for a way out.  And then it finally hit me.  It 
was a desperate plan and the men were so thoroughly demoralized that 
I had my doubts about their reaction.  So, the first thing I decided to 
do was to deliver a speech that would raise their blood a bit. 

I returned inside and ordered the motley crew to assemble in 
the grand gallery in order to get the maximum effect.  They 
represented every race of man from all of the great kingdoms and their 
eyes were locked on me in doubt and apprehension as I mounted the 
grand staircase and addressed them. 

“I have just returned from a meeting!” I began.  They looked at 
me confused because there was obviously no one with me on the 
keep’s turret.  “A meeting with Death!  And I bade him read the names 
of those who shall fall ere the morrow hath finished.  He bent his 
ivoric visage to the parchment and the names were read.  And not a 
one of your names passed Death’s daggers!” 

“Having ascertained your fate I immediately dispatched a 
message to your homeland – yea, even your loved ones.  And the 
message doth say that we have already escaped this trap with a vulpine 
cunningness never before seen in the history of war.  And I say this 
with arrogance in the face of Death, the Scribes of Monjara are already 
recording the legacy of your heroic exploits – even Holvartha, our 
standard bearer, shall be remembered as a god.” 

“As the sun ascends, face thy destiny with a smirk upon thine 
jowl just as the Gwal Lizard faces its prey.  For your foe’s innards shall 
carpet the valley and their carcasses litter the earth like the Locusts of 
Mernak in the wake of their seven-year plague.  Oh, thou sickened 
bastards, we shall drink our enemy’s blood just as we shall drink 
pleatny grog at the celebration of our victory!” with this an explosive 
yell went up.  “But, let us not rest upon vanquishing the herd,” I 
continued, “but let us endeavor at the tumultuous task of impaling 
upon the Cedars of Leb’a y’en the corpses of the fallen as a warning to 
Muicharkta and his horde.” 

Then one of the Zlinians cried out, “What about the Order of 
the Hyena?  They will surely mutilate us before we have a chance to 
raise our swords.  They are ravenous and evil creatures which have 
never tasted defeat.” 
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“Which is our good fortune, friend!” I rejoined and they all 
shook their heads in confusion and muttered at my lunacy.  “Before 
this night is over, the goblins shall be our allies.” 

“But you know what they say?” countered another voice.  
“Beware of goblins bearing gifts.  Besides, how are we going to 
befriend those hellish brutes?” 

“The plan is dangerous, I’ll warrant.  But it isn’t without means 
of execution.  I, myself, shall stick my head into the Noose of Theriok.  
You say ‘beware of goblins bearing gifts’ but from this day onward that 
old saying shall be amended with ‘unless the gift is victory’.” 

By this time I had them pretty much interested in my plan.  It 
didn’t take long to have them convinced that it was worth a try.  The 
next step of my plan involved an old warrior who we called The 
Toothless One, for he had not a single tooth in his head.  Fortunately, 
his affliction had allowed him to speak fluent the goblin tongue.  He 
would be my translator. 

Under cover of the gloomy dark we slipped out of the keep 
and crept towards the goblin army.  Almost immediately we were 
apprehended by their vigilant and menacing lookouts.  I instructed The 
Toothless One to tell them that we requested an audience with their 
general before we died.  We were immediately carned and flabbed and 
taken before their general. 

We were made to remove our boots before entering the 
general’s tent.  Having washed our feet and paying close attention to 
the areas between the third and fourth toes, we were taught the proper 
sitting method.  This was a variation of sitting Pomquanian style except 
we had to lean over on our elbows, which easily facilitated eating while 
preventing any sudden rising.  I turned to The Toothless One and 
commented, “I was unaware that goblins were so rich in tradition.  Oh 
well, when in Kurla’ab, do as the Kurla’goblins do.”  At this pun we 
both began to snicker and I thought The Toothless One was going to 
erupt.  But then, a large goblin bellowed a guttural grunt in our 
direction thus announcing the arrival of the general and cutting short 
our frivolity. 

We remained in our obeisant postures as General Glarthonk 
was announced.  He was the most grotesque and disfigured goblin I 
had ever seen in my whole life.  His eyes glared a fiery red and his 
pointy, green ears were scarred and torn.  He flared his hoggish nose 
and roared in the telltale guttural language of the goblin.  The 
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Toothless One was so adept at the goblin tongue that it wasn’t long 
before we had struck our deal with the goblins. 

The initial step in the secondary phase of my plan was 
complete.  The next part included the goblins greeting the arrival of 
the Thoutharnian messenger with some devastating news.  The 
messenger was bringing news of the hour of attack but his mission 
soon changed.  When the messenger arrived General Glarthonk bade 
him return with the message that the goblins had captured the prize 
they sought.  At this I was brought forth in manacles and chains 
looking worse for the wear.  Then the messenger was told to take the 
message back that the goblins had slaughtered the two hundred 
Zlinians, were leaving with Muitherfka’s assassin, and would negotiate 
another deal with King Muicharkta.  And with a swift kick in the pants 
the messenger was sent on his way. 

The Toothless One was sent back to the keep to convey the 
successful news to his fellow Zlinians.  I, on the other hand, was to 
remain with the goblins as insurance against any betrayal.  And so it 
was, that I rode atop one of the giant hyenas along with the Order of 
the Hyena down the Valley of Jharstedi with Muicharkta’s army 
broiling in their fury and hastily mounting up to pursue their double-
crossing, former allies.  I was left weaponless but I cared little for this 
inconvenience because Raven flew high above along the coursing 
currents. 

Two large mountains that were strewn on the lower slopes 
with cyclopean boulders formed the valley.  I didn’t understand ne’er a 
word of goblin speak but I soon figured out the goblin tactics.  They 
broke on both sides up into the rocky mountains.  I was surprised at 
how agile the hyenas maneuvered through the rugged terrain.  This 
allowed the goblins to double back and attack Muicharkta’s army from 
the high ground on both sides. 

But this was not the only surprise in store for the damned 
Thoutharnians.  Having turned their attention to the goblins, they had 
now moved just far enough down the valley away from the Fortress of 
Gnarthisca and, in so doing, had presented their rear quarters to the 
two hundred Zlinians still occupying the keep.  They were trapped like 
a Filngerb in a Dally Flap.  And we thove great mariat through the 
claining rell. 

I should have surely died if not for Raven.  When the blows fell 
I was justly prepared.  Hacking like the Butcher of Hawskillian I rode 
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with my steed laughing in hellish glee, its powerful maw of dripping 
fangs rending the flesh from the bone.  Raven slaked his thirst on four 
score, nay, an hundred Thoutharnians. 

My glory moment of the battle was when I spied the 
Thoutharnian field general in the fray.  I launched Raven into the air 
and he changed into a bird flying ever higher.  Finally, he dove at 
wizard speed towards the leader and at the last moment he changed 
once again into sword-form and ploughed through his victim’s brain – 
the Thoutharnian will was broken and the carnage ensued. 

The Zlinians attacked from the keep until their effectiveness 
was better utilized on the field, at which point they flooded from the 
keep with mighty roars and hacked their way to us.  When the two 
forces met the laughter was so fierce that it still haunts the Valley of 
Jharstedi to this day.  Then, vast libations of blood were ceremoniously 
consumed and the booty was divided.  The goblins were given as much 
feasting as they could handle and we set to the task of impaling our 
share. 

In the end, one hundred and twenty of our two hundred 
returned to a heroes welcome and a feast fit for the Giants of 
Wikinrovia.  A toast was made to me and my cunning plan and then 
the cries went up round and loud, “Speech!  Speech!  Speech!” 

Just what was the deal I made with the goblins?  Well, another 
phrase about the goblins was coined and it goes, “for even goblins are 
wise in the ways of math”.  What does it mean?  Well, we only 
numbered two hundred edible corpses and King Muicharkta’s army 
numbered in the thousands. 
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A FUNGOID’S BODYGUARD 
 

You are, no doubt, quite familiar with the infamous guild of 
assassin’s known as the Maestro Kwellin.  You have probably heard of 
the fabulous legends and tales of their most infamous pupil – me.  Yes, 
it is true; I am the one and only Wrantin Kullslug.  With my faithful 
shape shifting weresword, Raven, we have traversed many worlds and 
survived many perils, hunting and killing for gain.  Killing may sound 
like a deplorable business, but business is good.  However, the story I 
want to relay to you today is not about one of our assassin adventures.  
There was this one time I was hired to be a bodyguard to a dignitary 
rather than his assassin.  At first I was reluctant, but it turned out to be 
one of the best times of my life. 

The Karn were a race of mutated sentient fungi.  They were 
capably mobile with their spore-bearing feet.  They hailed from a plane 
not unlike our own except for the fact that they had no sun about 
which they orbited.  That was why they thrived.  In their dark, dank, 
musty environs they flourished in a haven of mold.  Now, Ma’ar Gu 
Flonk was of the mushroom-like Padooky-Dook tribe; and he was 
renowned for his handsome toad stool.  Of course the ladies were 
attracted to large caps.  Anyway, Ma’ar was the Chief Ambassador of 
the Karn to the Jalukwak Nations of the North.  It was in this capacity 
that I was hired to protect His Fungulyness. 

I will never forget his majestic appearance that day as he 
disembarked from the strange sailing vessel of the Karn.  It was on the 
Gwandian’s tulip covered island of Thrackyslerf – a great place to pick 
up velvet-covered feline women prostitutes, by the way.  Ma’ar was 
wearing his Karn Ambassador Dress Putrid Yellows and an oversized 
plumed hat.  He looked like a Terigatijanian Purple Peckered Whoop 
Beaked Hawk as he gloriously swaggered down the gangway of the 
ship.  I bowed in acknowledgment of his royal rank and presented him 
with a token of the Gwandian people’s friendliness - a hand painted 
Yadluwinkian Nipple Whistle.  Very hard to come by if you don’t 
breathe the sulfurous fumes bellowing from the steep volcanoes of 
Yadluwinky.  He was so happy that he ordered his retainers to purge 
their stomachs on my shoes – an honor among the Karn. 

We got along famously that week on Thrackyslerf.  We got 
drunk on Floppy Nosed Quanjishian Pancreas Bile and gambled in the 
Night District until all of our Goosh-Goosh Platinum was gone.  We 
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got arrested for killing a whole gang of Huinjrtyalkinine Three Eyed 
Lizards.  We spent three heavenly days with the Thirteen Breasted 
Braxilonian Women.  We smoked so much Durvonian Frog Lips that I 
thought I was sprouting a third arm at one point - a common side 
effect for D.F.L. overdoses.  Ma’ar laughed so hard at the bizarre 
manner in which I was “freaking out” that he blew a frog lip right out 
of his foot. 

We captured a Thulian Pern Pern Moth and eluded the 
Thrackyslerfian soldiers until Ma’ar sucked the moth’s brain out of its 
ear.  The Karn are prone to do that when excited.  On his final night 
we pelted a crowd with hefty gobs of Utangian Yak Sperm.  We had a 
blast! I’m here to tell you, that Ma’ar Gu Flonk is a real fungi. 
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THE DESTROYER OF A DYNASTY 
 

This is the tale of how I, Wrantin Kullslug, toppled an entire 
dynasty.  Emperor Liungesh of the Ertouk Dynasty was the last 
emperor to reign over the Kingdom of Therwyndia.  It was said that 
the Ertouk family had built a fortress so mighty that their line was 
impervious to eradication by any physical means.  As long as the line 
created progeny, the Ertouk family would rule forever.  The Fortress 
of Osklabnidia sat atop a daunting and unassailable mountain.  The 
walls were high, steep, and thick.  There were all manner of ingenious 
war machines that lined the walls and countless well-trained sentries 
alert to any and all activity.  Furthermore, a platoon of hardened 
Quanch Giants monitored all routes in and out of the fortress.  The 
final deterrent for any would-be interloper was that large Respich 
Spiders, each as big as a wolf, populated the valley surrounding the 
fortress. 

My craft is the craft of assassination and I am proud to say that 
I am the best that the infamous order of the Maestro Kwellin ever 
produced.  The emperor’s high priest knew this and that is why I was 
hired to eliminate the emperor.  The High Priest of Hyshu was the top 
position next to the emperor himself and these men hated each other.  
Apparently, Jehnu-Hyshu, which was the name of the high priest, had 
fallen deeply in love with Chunjesh, Emperor Liungesh’s sister.  The 
emperor forbade this love affair to continue and finally blackmailed the 
high priest.  Jehnu-Hyshu was unable to prove this plot and was sent 
to the desolate bowels of the Fortress of Osklabnidia to be tortured by 
the infamous Osklabnidian Torture Masters. 

Followers loyal to both Jehnu-Hyshu and Chunjesh managed 
to free Jehnu-Hyshu.  Emperor Liungesh was so furious that he 
ordered these followers slain and had Chunjesh shut up in her 
chambers where he kept her so drugged that she was virtually oblivious 
to anything other than her dream filled hallucinations. 

I learned all of this from Jehnu-Hyshu himself.  After he 
escaped the dungeons of Osklabnidia his anger fueled him to seek 
revenge by having Liungesh assassinated.  He promised that should I 
succeed in eliminating Liungesh from the throne that all power fell to 
the High Priest of Hyshu until the coronation of the successor to the 
throne could be completed in a weeklong ceremony.  This would give 
him time to pay me most handsomely whatever price I named.  While 
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this offer would have probably been enough to close the deal, I agreed 
because of the sheer legend surrounding the invulnerability of the 
Fortress of Osklabnidia.  If I pulled this off then there would be no 
question that Wrantin Kullslug had pulled of the brashest assassination 
ever! 

I said that the Respich Spiders were as big as wolves.  Have 
you ever heard the saying a wolf in sheep’s clothing?  Well, I was a man in 
spider’s clothing.  I captured one of the beasts and completely gutted it 
to make a disguise to cross the wide valley.  While I was creeping along 
under cover of night my companion, Raven, was doing a little scouting 
for me.  Raven is my shape shifting weresword.  Upon my command 
the sword can transform into a large, jet-black raven.  I paused as 
Raven alighted beside me and squawked in his unique language about 
all he had seen along the ramparts of the fortress.  I then instructed 
him to go keep watch from the sentry post in the direction I intended 
to make my ascent of the mountain. 

It took me the entire night of slowly creeping along up the 
mountainside to finally get close enough to the fortress.  Towards 
daybreak Raven returned and reported that my approach had gone 
undetected.  I then found a hiding place among the rocks so I could 
sleep the day away.  Raven stood watch while I tried to sleep beneath 
the gore-encrusted spider carcass that stunk like a Hutharf’s breath. 

I awoke to the sharp goading of a Quanch Giant’s maul.  
Apparently, he thought I was a real Respich Spider and was trying to 
determine if I were alive or dead.  I threw off the putrid spider carcass 
as I yelled for Raven to come to me.  The giant reacted in surprise by 
lumbering backwards while swinging the maul in a wide, sweeping arc.  
I dove aside narrowly escaping the deadly blow.  Rolling to safety I 
landed in a crouch just as Raven lit in my hand transforming into his 
blackened sword-form. 

The giant, trained to alert the sentries before fighting, raised a 
humongous, curled Halagrom horn to his lips and prepared to sound 
the alarm.  If he blared the thundering knell it would alert the entire 
castle to my presence and my death would be swift – or worse, I would 
pray for death at the skilled hands of the Osklabnidian Torture 
Masters.  The mindless reactions of my order’s training took 
possession of me and in one fluid motion I had unsheathed the barbed 
dirk in my boot and sent it flying towards the giant’s face.  As he 
inhaled copious amounts of air to blow the horn the dirk struck square 
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in his inflated cheek.  The giant howled in pain grasping at his 
punctured face.  Fortunately, the only sound to issue from the horn 
was a wet splutter of blood. 

I didn’t hesitate for him to recover, though.  In the next instant 
I was twirling a death dance about the giant’s feet.  My first gyration 
clove the shaft of his maul leaving the weighty head lying upon the 
ground.  The second cut went slicing through the giant’s calf.  He 
crumpled with a mighty thud as he clutched the severed muscles of his 
leg.  He attempted one half-hearted swat but I dodged easily and sent 
Raven singing across his knotted throat.  The giant gurgled one long 
bleating moan and died. 

The sun was riding high and I speculated that it must be early 
afternoon.  Surely someone had seen us or heard the melee.  I 
immediately commanded Raven back into bird form and sent him to 
scout for any signs that I had been detected.  In the meantime, I 
scanned the surrounding terrain for a spot to conceal the corpse of the 
slain giant.  The only spot likely to serve as a hiding spot was a clump 
of scrub brush.  I tried to drag the giant but his hulking frame was too 
massive for me to drag.  So, I set about slicing him into dragable 
chunks with my dirk. 

Raven returned to report that I had gone undetected but that 
there was a patrol party of three Therwyndian foot soldiers headed my 
way.  I only had a few minutes to conceal the giant.  My mind groped 
for a solution.  Looking about me I beheld the carcass of the Respich 
Spider.  I decided to take my chances at deception rather than 
concealment. 

I positioned the body of the spider upon the giant’s throat and 
placed the giant’s powerful hands upon the spider’s bulbous body.  
Then I retrieved my barbed dirk and slunk away into the surrounding 
foliage.  Hopefully the foot soldiers would assume that some 
unfortunate event had pitted these two guardians of Osklabnidia 
against each other in a battle to the death. 

I crept like a rat amongst the scrub brush until night descended 
her obsidian blanket over the titan-reared fortress spires of 
Osklabnidia.  The only entrance left unguarded by man or giant was a 
narrow drainage shaft that oozed a foul and repulsive stench that made 
the Respich carcass seem like Lavdida Roses.  I heaved a heavy sigh at 
the thought of what loathsome source produced such putrid ichor; 
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then I tied a swathe of cloth around my face to try and dampen the 
repellent odor and prepared to enter the shaft. 

The skilled hands of Finster Von Glich, the loyal and secret 
surgeon of the Maestro Kwellin, had danced their magic upon my eyes 
transforming them into instruments capable of transluminal vision.  I 
waited in the sludge-infested shaft as my eyes adjusted to the dark and 
then I began to slither along the shaft to wherever it led. 

The vermin were reprehensible and multitudinous.  They 
swarmed over me as I slid along, our glowing eyes exchanging wary 
glances in the maggot-riddled drainage.  It seemed an eternity that I 
was in that gore-spawned muck.  At one point I beheld the rats 
feasting on a human head and I purged my bowels further adding my 
own filth to that of Osklabnidia’s.  Eventually, I emerged into a large 
cistern occupying a large room. 

Arrayed about the room were all manner of alien and grisly 
torture devices.  Apparently, the shaft was a method of removing the 
discarded body parts the Torture Masters craftily removed from their 
victims in their trade of pain.  Attached to several of the ghastly 
devices were moaning men; some only remotely retained their human 
appearance.  Over one mangled and screaming form was one of the 
Torture Masters.  He was adorned in a bloodstained smock and had 
just sliced off a long sliver of flesh.  He turned to toss the piece of 
flesh into the cistern only to behold me rising from the filth like a 
demon materializing from Hell itself. 

The flesh struck me in the chest with a sickly, wet thud.  I 
looked down at the bit of flesh and back at the gawking, wide-eyed 
Torture Master.  He started to yell but his cry was shortened by 
Raven’s tip impaling his head.  I looked at the man upon the table only 
to see that madness had engulfed his bleary, rolling eyes. 

I wasted no time in this part of the fortress.  I was hell-bent on 
my prey now.  The vulgar realization of the nature of the shaft I had 
traversed fueled my aggravation.  I stormed through the holding cells 
killing guards as I encountered them and releasing prisoners to flee 
their bonds.  In a short time the fortress was a hive of chaotic activity.  
Reinforcement troops were summoned to manage the raving prisoners 
desperate to fight their way to freedom and far away from the thirsty 
scalpels of the Torture Masters. 

Meanwhile, I made my way by the memorized route that 
Jehnu-Hyshu had so carefully taught me.  The passages were indirect 
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and little traveled secret affairs that only the closest confidants of the 
Ertouk family knew.  I arrived at the chamber I sought and the four 
token guards gaped at the apparition that confronted them.  Never in 
their wildest visions could they have conceived such a repulsive and 
mottled being such as I presented.  Their shock was short-lived but 
enough to give me the element of surprise that has been my savior 
more times than all the pantheon of deities battling for all the souls of 
men could have provided in a mortal’s lifetime. 

I had two beheaded before the other two were spurred into 
some semblance of attack.  I clove one from groin to head and the 
other was upon me.  His sword bit into my arm not causing any 
serious damage before I buried Raven to the hilt into his chest. 

I rammed the door sending it flying open and strode into the 
chamber of Emperor Liungesh.  He stood over a large, ornate bed on 
which slumbered the drugged form of Chunjesh.  In the far corner 
cowered his queen and their four children.  The emperor met me with 
a steely gaze and said, “What carrion-infested pit did you come form?” 

“I am an assassin of the Maestro Kwellin hired to retrieve two 
things from this fortress – Chunjesh and your head, Liungesh.” 

He bawled a sinister life and retorted, “What, do you expect 
me to lie down and bare my neck to thee?” 

“No, but it would save time.” 
After I said this he snatched up the drugged Chunjesh and 

stepped through a door leading onto a balcony high above the fortress 
walls and valley below.  I fled after him and upon reaching the door I 
saw him standing at the balcony’s edge with the sleeping Chunjesh 
poised on the balcony’s railing.  “One step closer you filthy thief and 
I’ll push her from this precipice,” he growled. 

But I didn’t give his threat any thought and I didn’t hesitate in 
my action.  I leapt forward trusting my judgment of the distance.  
Liungesh made true with his threat and shoved Chunjesh over the 
walled railing.  I landed with my body slamming into the barrier full in 
the stomach, my left hand caught Chunjesh by the arm while my right 
hand bore Raven cleanly through Liungesh’s neck.  He looked at me in 
bewilderment before his head tipped from the neck and fell.  I released 
Raven in order to quickly grasp the emperor’s wide-eyed head before it 
plummeted the great distance to the shadows below.  I called for 
Raven to shape shift and I watched as he spiraled earthward 
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transforming into the ebon raven and soaring back to me.  Then I 
flung the head back onto the balcony and hauled Chunjesh back up. 

Escaping through the soldier-infested fortress with their 
severed king’s head and the burden of carrying a slack body would at 
first seem near impossible.  However, Jehnu-Hyshu had given me the 
secrets to the emperor’s stables.  The topmost spire of the fortress 
housed the emperor’s Malvrat stables.  These beasts were giant, lithe 
rodents with large leathery wings.  It was the emperor’s preferred 
means of transportation.  The only problem was they were trained to 
attack any who tried to ride them except the emperor himself.  But 
Jehnu-Hyshu knew what strange herb the emperor used to tame the 
mysterious creatures. 

I made my way through more of the narrow and secretive 
passages that riddled Osklabnidia.  My progress was ever upward and 
the weight of the dainty Chunjesh grew the higher I climbed.  By the 
time I emerged on the roof of the spiraling uppermost tower I 
could’ve sworn I was back in the valley carrying the body of the slain 
Quanch Giant. 

The stables were a squat stone structure with two large wooden 
doors.  I managed to open one door and enter the structure.  
Immediately the Malvrats set up a raucously loud growling, stamping, 
and flapping of their large wings.  I produced the rare herb only found 
in the desolate crags of the Mhuzheer Mountains.  The creatures’ 
uproars subsided as the pungent scent of the herb filtered through the 
stables. 

There appeared a dozen of the black-haired beasts but I had no 
time to pick and choose.  I approached the first stall and the creature 
sniffed me with its large, pink rodent-like nose.  I remained tense 
unsure if the herb would render me completely immune from the 
creature’s attack.  It completed its cursory sniffs but made no 
aggressive moves.  I managed to get a saddle strapped across its long 
slender back.  Then I led it out onto the roof and mounted the dark 
rodent.  With Chunjesh across my lap I wheeled the great monster 
skyward and was free of the Fortress of Osklabnidia. 
 

You might still be wondering how it was that I ended the 
Ertouk Dynasty when I had left Liungesh’s queen and progeny 
unharmed.  Well, the story doesn’t completely end with me riding off 
on the great Malvrat. 
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Jehnu-Hyshu was reunited with his beloved Chunjesh and they 
returned to the seat of power of Therwyndia.  During the weeklong 
awaiting period before Liungesh’s eldest son was meant to be 
coronated the successor to Liungesh, all power fell to the High Priest 
of Hyshu.  It was during this time that Jehnu-Hyshu suffered a bout of 
power madness.  He had the queen and all of the children eradicated in 
a deadly plot of usurpation. 

Chunjesh had recovered from her drug-induced dream 
catatonia and it was clear that the intention was for her to become the 
new ruler of the throne.  With Chunjesh as queen and Jehnu-Hyshu as 
the High Priest of Hyshu the two of them would possess both seats of 
power of Therwyndia.   While they did have their legion of followers, 
there was still a multitude of loyalists to Liungesh.  Before Chunjesh 
ever was crowned she was murdered in revenge for the slayings of 
Liungesh’s wife and children. 

Jehnu-Hyshu, still feeling the drunkenness of his power 
madness, fell into an apoplectic rage and a witch-hunt ensued as 
anyone even suspected of being loyal to Liungesh was put to the 
treatments of the Torture Masters.  The empire fell into bitter factions 
and civil war soon followed.  It was truly a tribute to Jehnu-Hyshu’s 
guile and cunning that allowed him to retain power over the Fortress 
of Osklabnidia and the surrounding lands. 

Unfortunately for Jehnu-Hyshu he failed to make good on his 
promise to pay me – a grave mistake, indeed.  Let’s just say that I have 
slithered the foul drainage shaft of Osklabnidia on more than one 
occasion.  Oh, and the surest cure for amnesia brought on by power 
madness is death; but that is another tale for another time.
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THE CANTATION OF NOT 
 

The first sign that my resurrection had gone awry was the state 
of decay of my skin.  Several of my ribs, fingers, one elbow, several 
toes and my right cheek all paid testimony to the exposed bone 
beneath.  My smell was a mixture of rot and dirt.  My sunken, ghoulish 
body horrified me to no end.  Abdul Alhazred was the Arabic 
Necromancer in whom I had placed my trust in reanimating my dead 
corpse.  Upon rising and beholding my vexed plight I immediately flew 
into a rage and hurled Alhazred into the inner sanctum of the Ash God 
Yerzel upon the Twelfth Ring of Suffering.  After venting my rage into 
the Mechanical Furnace Billows of Hades I settled into a compound 
state of gloom.  What could have gone wrong?  I began to pour over 
the tomes of spells, review the hieroglyphs, and recheck the fetishes 
required in the ritual to determine the error of Alhazred’s incantations.  
It appeared he had summoned Argantua and made the appropriate 
offering of fairy wings, he had opened the Seal of Innocence and 
hexed the children of the Barbaric Tribes of Hudak.  There!  There is 
where the fool had omitted a right.  He had failed to poor the Urn of 
Blood upon my corpse before invoking the Mist Witches’ shadows.  
The urn still sat on the altar full of my own blood.  It had taken me 
three years to fill that urn.  Thirteen drops a day from my fingertip all 
for nothing. 

Seven days later on the Oracle of The Horned God Jixeria I 
Constructed the sand curtain and consulted my fortune telling cane.  
Inscribing elaborate runes in the floating sand I beheld the path that 
led to my vengeance.  The only way I could defeat Yerzel and gain 
control of Alhazred’s body was to cross through the illusion panel that 
resided in the world of Hallucinations. There are many ways to enter 
this world but I chose to ingest a toxic dose of the rare Kiblafoun 
Root.  I waited for the effects to take hold, my horrid visage a mute 
exclamation to revenge.  Several moments of wrenching convulsion 
followed by the purging of body fluids from every orifice in my body 
preceded my dream-state rovings.  I first found myself wading through 
carrion infested swamps – my goal being a faint luminous light upon a 
barren hill in the distance.  The fowl scavengers that darted down at 
me picked pieces of my already rotting flesh and bone from my sludge 
haggard frame.  Upon reaching the hill I pulled myself from the waters 
fearing the beasts would make short work of me but they seemed to 
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shun the light it oozed forth.  The light did not emanate from any 
source; it just hovered upon the hilltop.  So I stepped directly into its 
sphere.  Suddenly a thousand chains ripped from the ground and 
began to flay my body until nothing remained but a pile of bloody 
pulp, bone shards, and sinew.  My mind was free to float like a carnival 
balloon upwards into the Realm of Hallucinations. 

No longer impeded by my zomboric freakishness I was free to 
glide the delusional realm in avatar-like fashion.  Confusion was the 
password here.  Assaulted by the mad ravings of a thousand 
psychowizards I maneuvered through this vast labyrinth searching for 
the ashen one’s lair.  I knew I was approaching the Twelve Rings of 
Suffering by the wails of agonizing torment that were extracted from 
each occupant.  Many grotesqueries I beheld.  Forms with melted 
flesh, elongated torsos upon racks, bodies tied to pillars with barbed 
wire, furnaces full of twisted, screaming prisoners, frozen glass eyed 
loons; and finally, when I thought I could not behold another atrocity, 
I arrived in Yerzel’s inner sanctum.  And there sat Yerzel upon his 
living throne.  He regarded my presence as a cow might regard a fly.  A 
subconscious swat of his tail as I soared past him.  And also, I beheld 
the encapsulated form of Alhazred.  He laid waiting in a shroud of 
some membranous leach for his lord to deliver his punishment.  I 
didn’t have much time for I knew that Alhazred’s body would soon be 
rent to the limits of Hades for his necromanic misdeeds.  I dove 
straight into the brain of Yerzel and began to recite the Cantation of 
Not.  He jerked with god-like tic as he realized that his oversight had 
been his undoing.  The spell took hold and began to unravel his soul. 
There was nothing he could do but watch as the single black strand 
came undone and was sucked into the vacuum of the Abyss of 
Nonexistence.  His body began to turn into Night Wisps and shadows 
from which it was originally made by Lucifer’s factory of witch 
seamstresses.  I immediately began to wail the Song of Morrighunb, 
the summoning spell, which would bring the undead warden of the 
Salty Desert.  You see, the leaches were mortally terrified of salt.  The 
one ensnaring Alhazred immediately released its bite and he was free.  
Then I called to the ash demons to attack.  They only eat souls not 
bothering to eat material substances.  Alhazred yelped in his Arabic 
tongue as he realized his fate.  His soul tried to outrun them but it was 
too late.  He was had.  They pounced upon him like the hellacious 
predators they were and began to fight amongst themselves for every 
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morsel of tasty soul – Alhazred’s being especially delicious, as they 
loved the foul damnation that covered his soul like gravy. 

And that is why today in the mountainous, craggy townships of 
Arch-Duke Hestron the Horrible everyone believes Wrantin Kullslug 
to be dead and Abdul Alhazred to be the greatest Necromancer to still 
walk this land.  But you and I know that it is I, Wrantin Kullslug, who 
inhabits the body of Abdul Alhazred. 
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THE NECROMANCER’S FEET 
 
Finding myself lost amongst the gripping vines of the infamous 

Horblanf bushes, I resolved to die.  Fatigue and frustration had taken 
possession of my constitution to the point where I no longer cared to 
resist.  Curse Grallmengrag Thousallianwrang-a’peea’poo to the Outer 
Realms of Hell!  His magic was simply too strong to counter with a 
mere iron will.  I determined that my undertaking had proven too 
arduous to complete.  I had come so far on my journey to 
assassinhood but it appeared I would not pass my final examination.  I 
had feared failure but I hadn’t counted on smelling the fumes of 
Death’s breath.  How fowl and putrid the stench was! 
 But it wasn’t the stench of the reaper’s breath that roused me 
from my stupor.  I lifted my head groggily to regard the face of a large, 
wingless bird snorting its large-beaked maw in my face.  The beak 
opened and I thought for sure it was some carnivorous beast sent by 
the necromancer to devour me.  I cringed in craven pose expecting the 
bite, but instead, it began to rip at the vines binding me like a rangor 
through a sliphlack.  In a few moments I was free as the bird. 
 I was momentarily addled and pondered the motives of the 
avian beast that had freed me.  Was he a random intervention or was 
his mission purposefully concocted to free me?  Whatever the case, he 
stood before me now, stupidly blinking his large eyes with his head 
cocking side to side as if he were trying just as hard to comprehend my 
meaning in his life.  I wondered if he was edible; for I was famished 
beyond description.  I decided that his purpose might not be over and 
resolved not to slay him just yet.  This proved to be a wise decision 
because he made my passage remarkably easy.  Every time the vines 
began to encroach upon my legs the bird swiftly exorcised them from 
my path. 
 My only qualm with the bird was its piercing cry whenever I 
strayed too far from the apparent path I was meant to follow.  At first 
it scared the ickthir out of my intestinal regions but I soon realized its 
intentions.  Besides the cry, was its excessively large droppings; they 
were simply robust and disgustingly fetid to boot.  Other than its cries 
and craps, the critter was quite tolerable. 
 I suppose I should explain just why I was on this particular 
journey.  My name is Wrantin Kullslug and I am of the order known as 
the Maestro Kwellin.  Of course, one does not automatically become one 
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of this exotic order.  One must go through the arduous five and one-
fifth years of school and graduate by completing an inordinately 
difficult assassination to prove that the schooling was sufficiently 
ingrained in the young neophyte.  That is what I was doing, you see – 
my graduation assassination. 
 I would love to tell you the details of my schooling but I’m 
afraid that is privileged information that I cannot divulge.  To do so 
would stand against the explicit code of the order.  I can’t even go into 
details about the location of the school.  What I can tell you is about 
my graduation assassination examination.  I was called to meet with my 
elders and soon found myself present at my graduation assassination 
examination confabulation.  It was here that the 15 elders of the order 
gave me my assignment. 
 Grallmengrag Thousallianwrang-a’peea’poo was a reputable 
necromancer of some skill.  He preferred the dank, mucky Grtbleck 
Swamp for his domicile among the omnipresent moss and Horblanf 
bushes of which I have already made mention of in paragraph number 
one.  He, undoubtedly, did this for secrecy and some manner of 
protection.  Of course, he augmented the natural protection the 
swamp afforded with all manner of glyphs, guises, daemons, and 
assorted protective spells.  He had, evidently, done something to earn 
the wrath of the order and target himself for assassination. 

Usually, assassinations are carried out through one party hiring 
the assassin to eliminate another offending party.  The order is efficient 
in using their potential graduates to eliminate those they find 
cumbersome to the living but weren’t hired out by another party for 
social subtraction.  The real kicker, however, is that the intended victim 
is notified of their selection for assassination.  This adds an extra level 
of difficulty to the task which handily tests the neophyte’s skills. 

I should have suspected that this necromancer was a bit 
different by the nature of the elder’s request for proof.  Typically, the 
neophyte is instructed to retrieve the head of their victim to establish 
proof.  I, on the other hand, was told to retrieve Grallmengrag’s feet. 
 Back to the story at hand – or should I say “foot”?  For, as 
you’ll soon see, my victim possessed a most unusual pair of the most 
devious feet I have ever encountered. 
 My avian companion and I waded deeper and deeper into the 
mucky-muck of Grtbleck when suddenly, we happened upon a nest of 
Purple Thapp Wasps.  These large, winged insects had heinous stingers 
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that produced nasty little welts.  We must have looked like a comical 
pair dancing and gyrating with arms and wings flailing about.  The bird 
squawked and I howled as we swatted and whirled trying in vain to 
cease the raspus of the wasps.  Finally, I threw caution to the wind and 
fled straight into the dark and muddy water of the swamp.  Amazingly, 
the bird followed my lead and soon we were both submerged. 
 The wasp raspus turned out to be a very fortuitous bit of pain 
to endure.  As we swam away from their nesting area I beheld a bright 
orange light deep in the water.  Investigating closer I discovered the 
magical portal leading into Grallmengrag’s lair.  It was an oval bubble 
surrounded by intricate runes that glowed orange.  At the apex of the 
portal was a large, round eye that followed me as I moved.  Obviously, 
Grallmengrag was watching me and knew I had arrived.  But, I had 
come prepared. 
 I returned to the surface to catch my breath and prepare the 
mechanical bug that was built to exact specifications by a time-warlock 
who specialized in clocks, golems, and hexadecimal mathematics.  I 
wound the key sixteen times, took a deep breath, and dove back down.  
Reaching the portal, I released the magic-eater bug and it promptly 
began eating the glyphic runes inscribed about the portal.  As it ate, the 
glow slowly faded until finally, no runes remained.  I had to return to 
the surface several times during this whole process.  I bade the bird to 
wait and entered the portal. 
 The passageway beyond the portal was dark and long.  Just 
when I thought I would run out of breath I emerged in a cavern.  No 
sooner had I emerged than I was confronted by the guardian of 
Grallmengrag’s lair.  He was a large Bullzabuzz and he sat upon a stone 
pedestal staring right at me.  In case you are unfamiliar with a 
Bullzabuzz, let me try and describe this grotesquerie of supernature.  It 
possessed a large bull head with fly-like compound eyes and long 
horns.  Its body was corpulent and covered in brown and black hair.  
Emerging from its torso were six legs ending in three-fingered hoofs.  
Large, insectoid, translucent wings sprouted from its back.  The beast 
mooed a loud guttural cry and rose into the air.  I thought it seemed a 
rather odd marriage of creatures seeing as how bulls generally detest 
flies and swat them with their tales. 
 The creature rose into the air and prepared to charge me.  I 
deftly removed my cloak and used it as a diversion as the beast 
zoomed towards me.  It plowed into my cloak as I dodged away, 
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narrowly avoiding being impaled.  As the creatures threw its head 
about, wildly trying to remove the obstruction to its vision, I 
maneuvered behind the pedestal from whence it had come. 
 I only had a moment to wrack my brain for what I had learned 
about Bullzabuzzes my first year in school in my Bestiary class; but all I 
kept coming up with was the stupid idiom, “drawn like a Bullzabuzz to 
a pile of dung”.  This gave me an idea, though. 
 The beast had shaken the cloak from its head and was flying 
about looking for me.  I waited till it was not looking and then ran for 
the pool of water.  It heard me running and turned towards me.  I 
dove smoothly into the water just before the creature’s horn could 
gore me. 
 I returned down the passageway and through the portal to 
once again emerge in the swamp.  The bird stood where I had left him, 
scratching at the ground and eating random bits of whatever it was he 
was rooting for.  And sure enough, close by him was one of the large, 
foul piles of his dung.  I took a deep breath and went for it.  I plunged 
my hands into the putrid poop and quickly loaded several handfuls 
into by backpack hoping that it would be waterproofed long enough to 
get back to the cavern.  I then washed my hands and swam back into 
the Bullzabuzz’s lair. 
 I had to act quickly because the beast was still in a state of 
agitation.  I surfaced with the backpack at the ready and immediately 
began emptying the dung onto the cavern floor.  The beast took a bead 
on me and began charging.  I positioned myself with the dung between 
the beast and me and hoped the saying rang of truth.  As the creature 
bore down on me, I cringed expecting the horns at any moment.  But 
luckily the plan worked.  The Bullzabuzz nearly stopped 
instantaneously over the dung pile.  It was captivated like a 
Wurgleworm is at the sound of Golden Gluben Grass whistling in the 
wind.  I stood amazed, watching the creature hover over the pile in 
rapt obsession.  Then I slew the foul demon. 
 My next encounter was with Grallmengrag himself.  The 
Wizard was waiting to ambush me in his alchemical laboratory.  I 
figured he would resort to a surprise attack and had planned for this.  I 
burst through the door heaving the head of the Bullzabuzz before me.  
Grallmengrag unleashed the lightning bolt spell he had prepared for 
me at the Bullzabuzz’s head.  The air echoed with the crackling of the 
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lightning and the head fell to the floor in a smoking, stinking heap of 
burned flesh. 
 We momentarily looked at the smoking head and then 
regarded each other.  I immediately went into my wizard fighting pose, 
indicated by a low crouch and two fingers of each hand extended at 
the ready.  Grallmengrag flamboyantly flung wide his robes and raised 
his hands high as he began uttering another vulgarism of his magical 
incantations. 
 I didn’t wait for the spell to ripen in his vile mouth.  I flew into 
a frenzy of motion, gyrating through the space between us in the 
confusingly unorthodox fighting style of my order.  Before 
Grallmengrag had a chance to finish his spell the pointed end of my 
dagger was digging into the fat flesh of his neck, drawing a tiny rivulet 
of blood. 
 But Grallmengrag was deceptively cunning and the magic spell 
he wove soon had him at the advantage.  A belching noise was 
followed by a hiss of smoke and I found myself with my dagger at the 
ethereal form of the billowing cloud of smoke. 
 I quickly scanned the laboratory for Grallmengrag and found 
him standing atop a large table removing his gaudy slippers that each 
ended in a massive curl of fabric.  Revealed before me were the most 
grotesque anomalies of human locomotion I had ever beheld.  They 
were angulated and knobby and encased in pale flesh.  But it was the 
toenails!  Dear Lords, the toenails!  By all the hairs of the fair-headed 
Lady of the Ghost Wind of Ylltharia, I swear that they were the most 
wretched and misshapen nails to ever sprout from the organism called 
man.  I can’t even begin to describe their horrible, blighted nature.  
Each nail was discolored a sinister yellow and possessed a thickness 
akin to stone.  They were long, twisted, and fractured randomly.  When 
one is confronted with the presence of such an affront to the known 
objects of normal reality there is a contradictory urge to run screaming 
and, yet, the eyes are locked into a shocked, mesmerized trance that is 
impossible to break.  It is like being confronted with a horribly 
mangled dead corpse for the first time.  The morbid side of man is 
suddenly wed with the curious side in an unwelcome and hypnotic urge 
to behold that which is alien and can only be hinted at in imaginative 
speculations. 
 Grallmengrag took advantage of my temporary hypnosis and 
launched into the air.  He flew in a completely unnatural nature, with 
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both of his wicked feet leading his flight path as if they had taken 
control of his frame.  By the time I recovered enough to realize what 
was occurring, he had gouged me across the chest with his abominable 
nails.  Deep grooves produced flowing blood that cascaded down my 
torso.  I yelled in pain and came fully to my senses. 
 The foul wizard landed across the laboratory on a table full of 
strange containers full of questionable substances and prepared to 
launch another attack.  He wiggled his disgusting toes as he rumbled a 
hellish laugh of mocking glee.  But I was ready now.  I refused to glare 
directly at those claw-like instruments of death. 
 He once again took flight and I held my position till the last 
second.  Then, I dodged executing a wily fighting maneuver called 
“Bungadoom slaps his mate”; only instead of using a backhand I held 
forth my dagger.  The necromancer’s feet fell to the floor with a mix of 
thunk and click.  Grallmengrag crashed into a large glass vile filled with 
red sand that shattered with a loud cacophony that echoed round the 
laboratory.  Glass, sand, and wizard lay mangled in a broken heap. 
 He was totally discombobulated and before he could formulate 
a reaction I had his throat split in twain.  That was the end of 
Grallmengrag Thousallianwrang-a’peea’poo’ and his black magic 
divinations. 
 I gathered the accursed feet and wrapped them in the wizard’s 
cloak before stuffing them in my backpack.  Next, I did what I could 
to halt the flow of blood from the deep gashes in my chest.  It would 
later take many potions and herbs to purge the poisonous sepsis that 
took hold of me from his diseased and rotted toenails.  To this day, I 
carry those toenail scars upon me. 
 I returned to the spot where I had left the bird and resolved to 
answer the question of whether or not the bird was edible.  I 
momentarily felt bad for the bird but I was quite famished and the 
path back would be easy now that the necromancer’s spells were 
broken and their dark animations lay dormant once again.  The bird 
was indeed edible.  I had a feast that would make a Quanch Giant 
envious. 
 Twenty-five years have elapsed since I solved the riddle of the 
bird.  Just who was it that sent the bird to aid me in my graduation 
assassination examination?  It was none other than my Nana Kullslug.  
Upon her deathbed she told me how proud she was of my successful 
career.  Then she admitted to sending the bird to assist me.  Some 
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might call it cheating; but I believe my exploits have removed any 
doubt as to my readiness to graduate from the guild.  I owe a great deal 
to Nana Kullslug – I would even admit that without her assistance I 
wouldn’t be the reputable instrument of death I am today.  May her 
soul rest in peace, for it is true that a bird that eats bushes is worth two 
enemy feet – or something like that. 
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THE REAVER OF SKULLS 
 

I lay within the Sepulcher of Gloom wide-eyed in wonderment.  
The torches threw writhing shadows about the tomb that seemed to 
breathe life into the eyeless sockets and leering grins of the 
multitudinous faces of death that surrounded me.  Never before had I 
seen so many skulls in one place. 

So many had died in this grotesque lair of suffering; but only 
one had ever made it out alive.  Only one had ever faced the Reaver of 
Skulls and lived to tell the tale.  Actually, two had lived, but only one 
could tell the tale. And I’ve no doubt you’ve heard the legend already.  
But have you ever heard the firsthand account of it?  For it was I, 
Wrantin Kullslug, who entered the Reaver’s den, discerned its mortal 
weakness, and sent its foul soul screaming back to the shores of Hades. 

It is well known that I am the most efficient assassin the 
mysterious order known as the Maestro Kwellin has ever produced.  But 
I didn’t find myself in that infernal lair because I was trying to score a 
handsome bounty.  Oh no!  The reason I found myself in this gloom-
encrusted den of death was because of my own foolishness.   A stupid 
and careless error I had made in breaking rule #26 in the Maestro 
Kwellin Code of Conduct:  Do not get seduced.  When the seducer is a 
voluptuous, black-haired, green-eyed beauty who is wearing a see-
through silk gown, it is easier said than done. 

Her name was Jadeena Naenae and she turned out to be a 
sorceress under the tutelage of the great and mighty Ipquif 
Nitherlafeefrag.  At the time we met, however, I didn’t know her 
sorcerous ties.  At the time, I just thought she was the most beautiful 
creature to ever bat an eyelash my way. 

Do you know that I refused to seek the most prized bounty in 
the world?  I know you’ll find that quite a fantastic thing to swallow.  
Me, the great Wrantin Kullslug; the Greatest Assassin to Ever Tread 
the Land of Pangaea; the Maestro Kwellin’s Deadliest Son; the Beast 
from the East; the Tamer of Griohlbirster; the Destroyer of Dynasties; 
the Blood Magnet; the Reaper’s Tutor!  I refused to seek the one kill 
that every assassin dreams of making.  For that bounty was none other 
than my own head.  And it was Ipquif Nitherlafeefrag who had sent 
Jadeena to ensnare me so that he might cash in that bounty. 

I was on my way through the eastern jungles of Yi-Awm when 
I met her.  My journey was a special occasion, for it was the Kullslug 
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family reunion that brought me through the ruin-infested jungles of 
the east.  While my mind ruminated over Nana Kullslug’s cream flinkas 
that I would be eating in a few days, the jungle opened up onto a large 
stone temple half crumbled to dust.  It was one of the mysterious 
shrines built by some long forgotten race that used to lord over this 
land.   

As I trudged along admiring the handiwork of the ancient 
structure I caught the figure of Jadeena Naenae standing in one of the 
massive doorways.  She stood leaning against the cool stone in an 
exotic pose watching me.  I should have known something was amiss 
because women that beautiful aren’t so easily interested in brutish men 
like me.  No, they usually require much chasing and outwitting. 

I stopped to stare in awe at her exquisite figure and she smiled 
and disappeared into the gloom of the ruins.  I followed.  I didn’t even 
think that anything was wrong with my actions.  It was like a magical 
attractive force pulling along after her.  I raced through passages always 
catching glimpses of her voluptuous body just rounding a corner 
ahead.  When I finally emerged into a grand chamber she was reposing 
on a lush bed of rare fabrics.  She smiled at me; watching me with her 
dark eyes as I stalked forward.  Her corpulent breasts heaved as she 
panted from her elusive run through the catacombs.  

Few words were exchanged.  We drank in each others sexuality 
like animals in the throws of lustful mating.  Never have I had such a 
spontaneous tryst so full of primal ecstasy. 

After we finished our copulating, we both lay sweating and out 
of breath and then she rose up on her elbow and said some strange 
words into my ear.  At first I assumed she was speaking to me in her 
native tongue; but, then the effects of her spell took hold of me. 

The incantation of Al-Jabra was only the beginning of her plan 
to kill me. While I was frozen under its spell, she then poured a 
poisonous drought down my throat, leaned in close to me and said, 
“Now the Poison of Pofushka will do its work over the next several 
hours. You know, it’s what the Priests of the Bhulingotti use to 
mummify their royalty. So, in a way, you’re being treated like a king. It 
will begin to first liquefy your innards but then it will eventually harden 
them like stone.” 

At first, I didn’t feel anything, but suddenly the first waves of 
nausea and pain began to ripple through my abdomen. But this was 
soon interrupted by an event that even Jadeena didn’t foresee. 
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The desolate temple in the jungles of Yi-Awm wasn’t exactly 
deserted. Jadeena had miscalculated her rendezvous point quite 
severely. It turns out that the small, impish creatures called the Tribe of 
the Darnoogies still used this temple. And they, in turn, were being 
used by the monstrous beast known as the Reaver of Skulls deep down 
in the Sepulcher of Gloom to keep him fed. 

Jadeena was not prepared to defend herself against the 
onslaught of wave upon wave of the tiny, stone-skinned men who 
rushed this chamber. I, of course, could do nothing except watch as we 
were both hauled away through the dark tunnels. 

Soon we were in that skull-enshrined pit with those hellish 
imps whooping and cackling from above as they eagerly watched for 
the monster to emerge from its cave and devour us. 

Things were hopeless. I actually wasn’t too concerned about 
the Reaver because the pain was starting to ripple throughout my torso 
and I figured I would be dead from the mummification process long 
before I was mutilated by whatever came lumbering out of the dark 
hole before us. 

Jadeena was busy mumbling some incantation in a last ditch 
effort to save herself. Suddenly, my savior arrived. Raven came flying 
into my field of vision with a plant held in his shiny, black beak. I 
recognized it as that wonderful plant Ganaarberry Thistle – a rare but 
miraculous healing plant. He used his beak to adeptly chop, dice and 
emulsify the plant before depositing it in my mouth like a momma bird 
feeding her chicks. 

Before the poison was neutralized by the plant, though, 
Jadeena and the giant Reaver faced off. Her spell was directed at the 
gyrating Darnoogies capering about above us. A whole section of the 
pit’s edge gave way and about a dozen of the little beasts came sliding 
down in a pile of dirt and skulls to land just in front of the cave mouth. 

Just then the Reaver of Skulls emerged. He was bigger than a 
Quanch Giant by two heads, speaking of which, his head was a large, 
skeletal monstrosity that looked like the skull of a horse. Wicked teeth 
grinned hideously and champed in a most disturbing clickety clack. His 
body was humanoid but bore a thick coat of black hair. In his hand he 
carried what appeared to be an enormous meat cleaver. 

The plant’s effects had now rendered the pain in my gut 
completely non-existent and I stood up shaking off Jadeena’s paralysis 
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spell. Raven alighted on my arm and immediately assumed his sword 
form. 

Jadeena’s hopes that the Reaver would focus on the easy prey 
of the Darnoogies before him backfired miserably. They were so 
scared that they ran right into her and she was soon having to fend off 
their swarm. 

I momentarily thought of helping her but quickly discarded the 
idea. After all, she was a wicked little vixen who had tried to kill me! 
No, I had to leave her and tend to the Reaver’s cleaver. For how else 
would this tale have rhymed so much unless, of course, it contained a 
beaver – and in a way it did. 

I strode forth before the legendary beast and we squared for 
battle. His cleaver went singing through the air and I began my chaotic 
dance of death. At first it was evasive in nature but it soon settled into 
a ballet of counterattacks. 

First a giant finger went prancing away, then a toe did a 
pirouette into the gloom. Next, a thumb was out looking for its dance 
partner. And, finally, the show came to end as his massive horse-head 
offered a curtsey to the crowd. 

The beast fell with a shutter that sent skulls clattering and 
crunching. I think the Darnoogie fled before his carcass ever touched 
the bones of his prey. I looked up at where they had been whooping 
about and found nothing but empty space. 

I then went to check on the fate of that vile temptress Jadeena. 
She lay in a heap with the charred bodies of Darnoogie all about her. I 
rolled her over and she was still alive. One of the fiendish imps had 
ripped her tongue out and she was covered in blood. She coughed and 
splattered and looked at me in fear. 

I quickly weighed my options and carried on a soliloquy in my 
head. To kill or not kill? That was the question. In the end, I decided 
to spare Jadeena’s life in exchange for a date. After all, she couldn’t use 
her tongue for sorcerous misdeeds any longer. 

We spent the next several days hiding out in the jungle while 
her wounds were tended to. At first she descended into a compound 
state of gloom as the realization of her loss of magical prowess hit her, 
but I tried my best to keep her spirits up. 

We began our journey out of the jungle and slowly, she began 
to find me somewhat amusing. By the time we reached the Elder 
Darngle Swamps and the wholesome welcome to my ancestral 
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homeland, the mute woman and I had become quite cozy traveling 
companions. 

The family reunion was fantastic and Nana Kullslug thought it 
was charming that I brought home my girlfriend to meet the family. 
See, that was the deal we struck, that she would be my date to the 
family reunion because I knew that it would keep Mom and Nana 
from hounding me about settling down and having kids if they saw I 
was making promising strides in that direction. 

Everything was perfect, including Nana Kullslug’s cream 
flinkas. Although, the taste was lost a little bit to Jadeena. 

Now, don’t go thinking that Jadeena and I ever got serious. We 
had a few more rolls in the hay but we never became an item. She was 
too much of vixen for that and I will always be a rogue who needs to 
wander. Besides, I think Raven was getting too jealous. 

I guess the only other thing to tell is that I didn’t forget 
Jadeena’s original goal. No, I had a little visit to pay to that damned ol’ 
Ipquif Nitherlafeefrag. That’s a story for another day. Let’s just say that 
Ipquif and I did a little two-stepping as well and he lost way more than 
just his tongue. 


